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This portfolio consist of five works: an octet (for flute, erhu, yangqin,
guzheng, two violins, viola and cello), a trio (for violin, cello and piano), a
piano suite, a song cycle and a duet (for flute and harp). The aim was to
demonstrate an ability to write in different genres, utilizing different styles
and musical techniques, and to find ways of exploring how to combine
some elements of Chinese music with Western composition techniques.
The octet for mixes the traditional Chinese musical instruments erhu,
yangqin and guzheng with Western flute, violin, viola and cello. Chinese
folk music elements are the main thematic materials, but the aim was to
fuse the elements of folk music with techniques of modern Western music.
The Piano Trio traverses a spectrum of musical emotion ranging from
gracefulness and lyrical melody to sadness before emerging again into
lightness. The second movement uses Chinese heptatonic modes.
The Piano Suite consists of five short pieces. Contrasting moods are
evoked including passion, liveliness, comedy, naughtiness and
dreaminess. Technically these pieces were inspired by the piano music of
Debussy and Ligeti.
The vocal work is a song cycle with four components. Two of the songs use
a combination of voice, Chinese instruments and Western instruments.
iv
Falling Maple Leaves in Autumn is a duet for flute and harp, evoking a
scene of leaves falling slowly in the autumn frost and wind.
Cultural interaction is a feature of contemporary concert music. The works
in this portfolio aim to show how blending Western contemporary
techniques with traditional Chinese instruments and techniques can
generate a new artistic vitality.
vPreface
It has long been my wish to study how various modern Western
composition techniques might be combined with Chinese elements in my
own music making. Study abroad not only has opened doors to learning
about other cultures and wider technical knowledge, but also has given
provided more independence, broader horizons and creativity.
I start to write the works was in February 2015, with the goal of finishing
around 60-70 minutes in the course of a year. After I finished composition, I
send all the score to the performers and really appreciated them spend
their valuable time to perform my compositions. I divided portfolio into five
separate works covering different genres and using different musical
techniques. In the process of composing, I really realized the importance of
trying to innovate musically while still basing much thinking on traditional
music. I wanted to explore a diversity of creative thinking and content. The
portfolio of my works contains some elements of Chinese folk music, some
Chinese instruments which rich of regional features as well as Chinese
characteristics, and I used some modes from Chinese folk music together





My year of composition study for Master of Music has now finished. At this
time I would like to thank first of all Professor Martin Lodge, my lovely
teacher and supervisor. I have learnt a lot of music skills and composition
techniques from you. I really appreciate all your guidance throughout my
compositions. I have learnt many English music terms during the time, and
now better understand structural things about composing. I would also like
to thank my parents for supporting me so strongly, and all the performers
(especially performers on my composition of octet, trio, piano and songs)
friends and recording engineer as well. You all have given me so much help.
I also want to thank all the other teachers, postgraduate officers,








viii CD track listing
1 Deep Forest
(octet for flute, erhu, yangqin, guzheng and string quartet)
3 - introductory notes
7 Movement I - Dawn in the forest
- introductory notes
11 - score




(for violin, cello and piano)
63 Movement I - sentimentale
- introductory notes
65 - score
69 Movement II - mestamente
- introductory notes
72 - score




















(for voice and various instruments)
133 1. Love for my hometown




140 2. Chancing upon old friends in a village inn




148 3. Seaside scenery




157 4. Back to the motherland




169 Falling Maple Leaves in Autumn




Attached inside back cover:
-recordings of performances CD
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(1) Love for my hometown
(2) Chancing upon old friends in a village inn
(3) Seaside scenery
(4) Back to the motherland




flute, erhu, yangqin, guzheng and string quartet

3Deep Forest
The octet consists of two movements, dawn in the forest and forest elf. It
was written for flute, erhu, yangqin, guzheng and string quartet. The
guzheng is a commonly used Chinese plucked instrument, and is one of
the oldest, most important and unique ethnic instruments of China. The
guzheng sound is silvery, noble and unsullied, just like flowing clouds and
waters. The yangqin is a hammered string instrument. Its tone is bright and
with great volume. It sounds like a sparkling mountain spring when it plays
slowly and like a torrent when it goes fast. Erhu is the most highly
evolved of Chinese bowed string instruments, with at least a thousand
years of history. In this composition, I try to fuse the elements of Chinese





-刮奏 guazou(up and down gliss)
Bars 29-37, the guzheng part uses the 摇 指 yaozhi ( finger shake
technique) of tremolo to achieve prolongation of the sound.
Bars 33-37, the yanqin part uses the 轮竹 lunzhu (hands quickly and
alternating playing the same tone) to produce a tremolo.
In this piece the guzheng modulates several times, calling for many sharp
and flat notes. However, it is hard to move beyond traditional five-tone
scale on the guzheng, so the performer needs to combine techniques of
moving the instrument’s bridge and pressing the strings to modulate.
6
7Deep Forest
Notes on Movement 1 ——Dawn in the Forest
(1) Scale
Sections A and A’ (so-called Eastern heptatonic scale)
Example 1
Section B (so-called Prometheus hexatonic scale)
Example 2
(2) Structure
Tertiary: A B A’ coda
Introduction (bars 1-8)
The introduction begins with a sustained note, with ornamentation, played
by the erhu, just as the first ray of sunshine disperses the mist in a thick
forest in the morning. As the music repeats, movement gradually changes
from slow to fast. Erhu, flute and yangqin in turn play sustained notes, as
echoes, with very rapid, short notes on first and second violins, and with
ornamental cross-rhythm tuplets on guzheng. The general aim is to
suggest everything awakening in the forest.
Section A (bars 9—27)
This section uses the Eastern scale, consists of three main phrases.
8The first phrase is heard in bars 9—14. It can be divided into two parallel
sections of three bars each. In the first subsection the theme is played by
the flute. This theme then moves to the first violin part for the second
subsection. The other instruments acts as free counterfoils. The gentle
music in section A tries to suggest birds and a brook at dawn in a beautiful
forest, while all kinds of animals and plants slowly and awaken to a new
day.
The second main phrase runs through bars 15—21. Here the first and
second violins and the viola extend and develop the material of the theme
from the previous phrase. The principal melody is given to the flute and
erhu at the last beat of bar 19.
The third main phrase runs through bars 22—27 bar. From the beginning of
bar 22, flute, erhu and violin still use the theme form the first phrase to
develop melodies, but the rhythms are augmented, and the intervals are
widened. Dawn has awakened all the sleeping life, a red sun is rising in the
east, emitting radiant light into every corner of the forest through the
clouds.
Section B (bars 28—68 bar)
The second section uses the Prometheus scale, can be divided into five
phrases, which may be labelled: b b’ c d e.
Bars 28—29 are a bridge passage, linking section A to section B.
Phrase b (bars 30—38) is made up of (4 + 5) two sections of 4 bars and
five bars respectively. The tonal centre is C. The main theme begins on
guzheng, with free imitation from with the first and second violins. The viola
9part contrasts with the cello, guzheng and violin, forming contrasting
polyphony. At the last beat of bar 33 the yangqin is added in unison with the
guzheng. Meanwhile the string group, except cello, all play accompaniment
in short note values.
Phrase b’ (bars 39—44) still uses the Prometheus scale but now on a tonal
centre of D flat. After two bars of introduction, the flute and two violins
sound the theme, with balancing material in viola. At bar 43 the erhu takes
the place of the second violin.
Phrase c (bars 45—50) continues to be based on the Prometheus scale,
but the tonal centre has shifted on B flat. From the last beat of bar 44 each
part replies to the others in an exchange of echoes, each taking turns to
present thematic material. This process gradually paves the way to a
climax. The cheerful mood reaches a climax point in 50 bar.
Phrase d (bars 51—59) moves the tonal centre of the Prometheus scale to
C. From the three beat of 50 bar, flute, erhu, violin and cello play the
melody while the guzheng and yangqin play the background from the c
phrase, 57-59 bar prepared for entering the e phrase, music continue
follow the previous pleasant emotions.
Phrase e (bars 60—69) shifts the same scale to centre on E. Cello and
viola play in canon. The other parts accompany with sixteenth and
thirty-second notes to provide a flowing background effect. From the three
beats of bar 65, the yangqin is set a uniform quaver rhythm as background,
which the other parts echo in turn. At bar 68 all the parts come in, finally
ending with a fade.
Bars 70—71 are another bridge passage, preparing for structural return to
10
the recapitulation.
Recapitulation: Section A’（bars 72—107)
This section uses the Eastern scale again. Bars 72—77 are a repeat of the
first subsection of principal section A, fully reproduce a phrase of paragraph
A. Bars 78—90 repeat the second subsection.
Coda（bars 91—107）
The final section is dominated by a triplet figure which each part echoes in
turns. Then comes the familiar theme motive played by flute and violin. The
guzheng plays sextuplets as a rhythmic foil, and later joins with yangqin.
Finally the whole piece ends pianissio. The closing music depicts the forest
morning serenity with scent of pines, singing of birds, purling stream in the
valley, in an imaginary paradise of nature.
Note on recording
This piece was performed by friends in China. Unfortunately, although I
was able to send them the completed score in December 2015 it was
January 2016, their school winter holidays, before they could make the
recording. They did not have much time to rehearse, and managed just two
recording takes. In the end the piece had parts recorded separately and
then mixed, so the result is not perfect, but it does give some idea of how
the piece sounds. There also have another recording made by computer on
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   Movement I - Dawn in the forest
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Notes on Movement 2 Forest elf
(1) Scale
1:2:1 interval class scale ( so-called Tcherepnin nine tone scale)
Example 3
1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
(2) Form: Ternary Form: Introduction A B C D C A B Coda
(3) Idea behind the music: A lovely but naughty elf in the forest
Introduction (bars 1-11 bar)
The tonal centre is C. The music starts with cello, then the second violin
comes in, followed by viola and the first violin. Following the Western
instruments, the guzheng enters in turn with flute and yangqin.
Section A（bars 12—27)
This structural unit can be divided into two contrasting phrases, a, b, plus
bridge.
First phrase: a（bars 12—19）
The melody starts in the flute, then shifts to the erhu, and in the last two
bars the first violin get involved.
Second phrase: b (bars 20—26 )
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Here the melody is composed of two subsections, the first played by flute
and first violin, thwhile in the second subsection the erhu and the viola pick
it up. A more lively atmosphere is generated by adding melodic leaps.
Bridge 1（bars 27—30）
The melodic material is from Section A, played pizzicato. Canon is used,
the violin playing the theme, with the other parts coming in after a beat. The
bridge is like a summary of the previous material but lighter and more
cheerful.
Section B（bars 31—53 bar)
This functions as a development of earlier material. First phrase c (bars
31—39) continues to use the Tcherepnin scale, now tonally centred on B
flat. The melody is introduced this time by the second violin. The remaining
parts use the thematic material to create echo responses.
Second phrase c’（bars 40—44)
With the tonal centre now D, sequence is used to treat the c phrase.
Third phrase d（bars 45—48)
This phrase can be divided into two groups, the first group featuring the
erhu and viola with the main melody. It is derived from phrase c and treated
with rhythmic and pitch alteratios. The second group features flute and
erhu, Their sixteenth notes and rests make a sharp contrast with lyrical
melody of the first group. The tonal centre of the phrase is A.
Fourth phrase d’（bars 49—53）
The tonal centre has now returned to C. This phrase is also divided into two
groups, the first group consisting of flute and cello, where the melody is
sequenced up three degrees.
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Bridge 2 (bars 54-55 bar)
Section C (56-69 bar)
Here the first violin has C major scale while the rest of the parts are on the
Tcherepnin scale on G.
Phrase e (bars 56-6)
The violin plays a lyrical melody from e phrase over a background of
material from the bridge passage, supplemented with echoes from the flute.
Guzheng and yangqin accompany with quintuplet and sextuplet
sixteenth notes.
Bridge 3 (bars 65-69)
In bar 67 the scale modulates to A. At bar 68 the string parts have three a
brief canon starting with cello.
Section D (bars 70-106)
Phrase f (bars 70-76 bar)
At bar 70, the flute plays the melody from phrase c’, and develops it. There
is a brief echo of the erhu part.
Phrase e’（bars 77—87 bar）
The flute moves to F major scale. The others are on Tcherepnin scale on C.
The material derives from phrase e, and undergoes further development.
Phrase e’’（bars 88—98）
The first and second violin are in C major scale. The rest are in the
Tcherepnin scale on G.
Thematically, e’’ is a sequential treatment of phrase e’. At 92 bar of the
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violin part there is a piece of c phrase. Tension rises gradually toward the
fortissimo climax.
Phrase g（bars 99—103）
The metre is changed to 12/8, using material from phrase e’. The feeling of
the music progressively pushed, including using thematic material of
phrase c to provide further fdevelopment.
Bridge 4 (bars 104-106)
The Tcherepnin scale moves tonal centre from A to G at bar 105.
Section C’ (107-115 bar)
The first violin is in C major, while the other instruments are in the
Tcherepnin scale on G. Thematically the music is repetition of phrase e.
Bridge 5 (bars 116-119)
The Tcherepnin scale modulates from G to C at bar 119.
Section A’（bars 120—138)
A full repetition of the second phrase of section A.
Bridge 5 (bars 135-138)
The pizzicato passage from section A is played arco.
Paragraph B’（bars 139—152)
A repetition of the B section using the Tcherpnin scale on C.
Coda（bars 153—171) on C
Material from section A is restated using imitation, sequence, inversion and
other techniques in multiple parts, so that the original musical material is
34
further developed. It also acts as a review of the whole piece, finally dying
away on a long chord of tripe piano.
Note on recording
This piece was performed by friends in China. Unfortunately, although I
was able to send them the completed score in December 2015 it was
January 2016, their school winter holidays, before they could make the
recording. They did not have much time to rehearse, and managed just two
recording takes. In the end the piece had parts recorded separately and
then mixed, so the result is not perfect, but it does give some idea of how
the piece sounds. There also have another recording made by computer on
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for violin, cello and piano





(2) Structure: binary form AB+coda
Section A (bars 1-16), divides into two phrases.
First phrase (bars 1-10)
Lyrical theme is played on the violin, echoed in cello and piano.
Second phrase (bars 11-16)
The theme repeats and is varied, first by the violin and cello. then together
with piano in a richer texture of chords and harmony.
Section B（bars 17―39）
First phrase（bars 17–27）
A theme expressing elegance and joy melody is played by the violin,
imitated by the cello imitate a fifth lower after two beats while the piano
64
treble part has a liquid, flowing accompaniment. The music rises to a
climax in bar 24 then gradually subsides again.
Second phrase (bars 28–39)
From bar 28 the piano treble part has the theme, with canonic imitation at
the fifth below. From bar 31, the theme begins to change and develop. In
bar 34 the theme appears alternately in each instrument, preparing for the
cadence. The theme is played first by the violin, then cello has a
responding, retrograde version in 35 bar. In 36 bar the theme comes in the
piano part again, with the violin giving a retrograde in 37 bar, then each
instrument joins into the same rhythm.
The conclusion（bars 40–42）
The theme appears in all the parts from top to bottom, echoing the first
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for violin, cello and piano
Note on movement 2
1 Scale：
(1) Chinese seven tone mode: D yayue yu (this has the bianzi tone, which
is below two degrees below the zi tone) [bars 1－19]
Example 5
(2) E yayue yu mode ( includes bianzi tone) [bars 20－41]
Example 6
(3) G# yayue shang mode (includes bianzi tone) [bars 42－46]
Example 7
(4) Eb yayue shang mode (includes bianzi tone) [bars 47－50]
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Example 8
(5) F yayue yu mode ( includes bianzi tone) [bars 51－54]
Example 9
(6) G yayue yu mode ( includes bianzi tone) [bars 55－64]
Example 10
(7) D yayue yu mode ( includes bianzi tone) [bars 65－75]
Example 11
Source of melodic style: folk music of the Minnan region, Fujian, China
2 Structure:
Trilogy form: A B C
71
Section A（bars 1－19 )
Lyrical and slightly melancholy theme played by violin.
The first phrase（bars 1—11） is presented by violin and piano together.
Then, the theme is developed.
The second phrase（bars 12—19) has the theme further developed on
violin. From bar 16 the violin uses a higher register.
Section B（bars 20－64）
The first phrase（bars 20—41）has the piano appearing in the treble, then
strings play the themes in sequence. The cello develops the themes from
bar 32 onwards, joined by violin. The atmosphere becomes more sad.
The second phrase（bars 42—50）introduces an accompaniment in triplets,
allowing melancholy to be released, and a feeling of optimism to return.
The third phrase（(bars 51—64）presents the climax of the music, utilizing
upper and lower registers of the piano in dense triads. Dynamics increase
against contrasting string parts. Violin and cello gradually move towards
the climax in octaves.
Section C（bars 65－75）
The first phrase（bars 65—68）has a homophonic summary of themes. Bars
65-66 of the cello part are an inversion of the violin part in bars 6-7. Other
compositional devices include rhythmic augmentation of earlier themes.
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for violin, cello and piano
Note on movement 3
(1) Scales: Messian’s modes of limited transposition
Violin, and piano right hand
Mode 7 on C（bars 1—74, 105—153）
Example 12
Mode 7 on E（bars 75—104）
Example 13
Cello, and piano left hand
Mode 4 on E flat（bars 1—74, 105—153）
Example 14
Mode 4 on D（bars 75—104）
Example 15
(2) Structure - adapted ternary
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Introduction A B C A’ Coda
Introduction（bars 1—5 ）
Humorous theme presented by the piano.
Section A（bars 6—33）
First phrase, a（bars 6-20）
Theme played by piano and violin, with ornamental cello line using the
same rhythm. After three bars, the humorous theme turns into a lyrical,
long-note melody, contrasting with the original version of the theme.
Second phrase a’（bars 21-33）
The theme is stated in the piano bass part, immediately imitated by the
violin in a higher octave. The cello stays in the background, then the violin
enters with rapid sixteenth notes, pushing the music to new intensity. The
cello further develops the theme from bar 27, until the melody moves to the
violin part in bar 29. From bar 32, the theme appears successively in the
violin, cello and piano, repeating again in piano part. This leads into a
bridge section.
Bridge (bars 35—36)
These two bars prepare for Section B.
Section B（bars 37—74）Development
First phrase b（bars 37—46）
The piano part uses the first section’s rhythm as material to develop, but
slows down the speed. The strings enter after 2 bars, bars 43-46 being a
sequential repetition of 39-42.
Second phrase c（bars 47—53）
81
Violin has the theme.
Third phrase c’（bars 54—60 ）
A sequential repetition of bars 47-53.
Fourth phrase d（bars 61—68）
From bar 61, violin and cello question and answer each other, then
proceed in a unified rhythm.
Fifth phrase d’（bars 69—74）
After repeating the material of bar 61 in 69-70, cello and violin have
imitative lines, accompanied with piano chords.
Section C（bars 75—104）
First phrase e（bars 75—82）
This section has a slower speed, and begins with a lyrical melody played
on the violin, accompanied with dancing chords in the piano. Bars 79-82
are a sequence of 75-78.
Second phrase f（bars 83—89）
Starting with the third beat of bar 81, the violin plays a version of the theme
using three notes of bar 5 and then developing them.
Third phrase f’（bars 90—93）
The theme from the second phrase is treated in sequence and developed.
The cello uses materials from the first phrase of e to provide an echo effect.
The piano is rested for 8 bars from bar 87 to provide variety of texture and
color.
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Fourth phrase e’（94—104 bar）
In bar 94 the cello plays the theme from 75, but with changed rhythm. Violin
and piano have a series of imitations.
Section A’（recapitulation）（bars 105—147）
This section is a modified recapitulation of section A, but also includes
material from section B to make a concluding review.
First phrase a’（bars 105—111）
The music reverts to the original speed of section A. Forte piano chords sit
below the violin’s sixteenth note treatment of themes from section A.
Second phrase a（bars 12—125）
The music moves towards a climax mainly through rhythmic development,
starting in the piano.
Third phrase a（bars 126—138）
Material comes from the second phrase c of bar 50, but the rhythm is
changed to mainly quarter notes, and the music has been further
developed.
Fourth phrase a（bars 139—149）
The main theme is condensed, shared between piano and strings. At the
end, violin, cello and piano play the theme in turn. Piano chords lead into
the coda.
Coda（bars 150—153）
Beginning in the piano bass part, the theme migrates upward, then is
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This suite of five piano pieces includes some of my main creative ideas
worked on in 2015, especially reflecting on the music of Debussy and Ligeti
and the traditional Chinese modes. I have tried to bring all these elements
together.
1. ‘Ostinato’
This piano piece was inspired by Ligeti's fourth piano etude, and is
intended in part to be my own homage to that amazing piece.
As one of the most important composers of Western art music in the mid
twentieth century, Ligeti’s music cannot be ignored and I have found it an
inspiration. His fourth piano etude is called “Fanfares”, and its most notable
feature is the rhythm. Derived from the so-called “Aksak” folk pattern, this
meter is usually patterned as 3 + 2, or 3 + 2 + 3 and 3 + 3 + 2, etc. This
rhythmic combination pattern can be found the traditional folk music of
Bulgaria and Romania.
My piano piece no.1 is ternary form, has a fast tempo, is based on
ostinatos (hence the title) and borrows the irregular 8/8 rhythm (3+2+3)
found in Ligeti’s etude.
Example 16
The ostinato shown in music example 1 runs throughout the whole piece,
making the music have a stubborn, relentless effect. There are some small
changes made to the ostinato sometimes, such as omitting notes,
100
changing register, and swapping the parts. These changes aim to avoid the
many repetitions of the ostinato producing a monotonous feeling.
The piano piece structured using the Fibonacci Series (Golden Section or
Golden Ratio or Golden Mean). The Fibonacci Series is often considered
the most mathematically beautiful structure, and has been used used in
many fields, including architecture and art, as well as in music.
In mathematics, the Fibonacci numbers or Fibonacci sequence are the
numbers in the following integer sequence, where each successive
number is the sum of the preceding two numbers:
This piano piece has a total of 144 bars. The climax is at the bar 89 in the
expectation this position will produce the strongest and most well-balanced
effect, as it is based Golden Mean proportions.
In more detail, the structure is set up like this, the length of each phrase
being determined by numbers in the Fibonacci series:
8(bars 1-8), 5(bars 9-13), 8(bars 14-21), 5(bars 22-26), 13(bars 27-39),
13(bars 40-52), 8(bars 53-60), 13(bars 61-73), 13(bars 74–86), 8 (bars
87-94), 5(bars 95-99), 8(bars 100-107), 8(bars 108-115), 8(bars 116-123),
2(bars 124-125), 2(bars 126-127), 1(bar 128), 1(bar 129), 1(bar 130),
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My second piano piece was inspired by Ligeti's piano etude number 11. It
conveys an anxious, nervous feeling.
The music begins mezzo piano, slowly and gracefully, with the climax
arriving after the middle point of the music, at bars 25-26. Here the sound
builds up until reaching the loudest dynamic of triple forte.
The piece is in tertiary form. Each of the three sections introduces some
new musical material. The first section is from 1-16 bars. It is a bitonal
harmonically and uses a combination of two different time signatures. The
right hand part is in A flat shang mode (Chinese mode, six flats):
Example 17
The meter is 2/4. The left hand is in A yu mode (Chinese mode 1, no sharps
or flats), with 12/8 meter.
Bar 17 is a transition passage leading into the middle section (bars 18-26).
From bar 17 on, the two parts exchange modes. Bar 27 is also a
transition passage, and after it comes the recapitulation section (bars
28-45), T arrangement of modes here is same as in the first section.
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‘Puppet’ is a lighthearted piano piece, that draws on traditional Chinese folk
customs of humorous puppet character modeling. The origin of Chinese
puppets can be traced back to the Shang dynasty. In Han and Tang
dynasties, the string-controlled puppet was used in singing and dancing
performances.
‘Puppet’ is binary form, uses 12/8 meter and has distinctive melodies.
Section A has a quick and lively rhythm, with sudden contrasts, sudden
rests and the theme switched between high and low registers inspired by
the puppet’s sudden changes of direction and jerkiness. Section B
contrasts with section A. The upper and lower parts are in the same rhythm,
and at the end of each period a short pause emphasizes the thematic
motive, thus increasing the humorous character of the music.
The right hand part uses a hexatonic scale:
Example 18
The left hand part uses an octatonic scale:
Example 19
The whole piece is cheerful and ‘giocoso’ in character.
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Section A (bars 1-15) can be divided into three phrases. The first phrase
(bars 1-4) has the melody in high register; the second phrase (bars 5-8) as
the melody moved to the low register; and in the third phrase（bars 8, the
fifth beat, to bar 14）the melody returns to the high register. From the fifth
beat of bar 14 to the beginning of 15 bar is an extensions of third phrase,
using the original thematic material.
Section B runs from bar 16 to the end of the piece. This section has a
texture that contrasts with the section A. Upper and lower parts are the
same rhythm, but the end of every period and comma (bars 16,17,19) still
emphasizes the materials of main theme, as can be seen in music
Example 20
Note on recording
The recording speed may litter slower than the speed on score, the
performer did not have much time to practice before recording, due to time
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This short piece was partly inspired by memories of walking through art
galleries. When you do this, a great variety of paintings are encountered on
the walls. Sometimes long and narrow corridors zigzag and lead
unexpectedly into different areas. Visitors to art galleries can see different
things, huge or small,
And examples of many different styles of painting such as modernism,
minimalism, expressionism, fauvism, cubism and futurism. The music tries
to depict the same of kind of unexpectedness.
This piece is also basically in ternary form. Section A, bars 1-24 use a
two-octave scale, which I like very much. I discovered this scale in David
Cope’s book Techniques of the Contemporary Composer:
Example 21
Reproduced from Cope, p.27
Section A runs from bar 1 to bar 8. The second four bars here are the first
four bars in retrograde (both rhythm and pitch are retrograde).
Section B runs from bar 9 to bar 24. From the latter half bar of 9 the texture
becomes more polyphonic. Melodies in the right-hand feature the interval
of a fourth, changing to octaves at bar 17. The left-hand part alternates
between single tones and chords. From the beginning of the bar 21 left and
right hands alternate rhythm patterns, switching to homophonic texture.
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Section A’ runs from bar 24 to bar 52 and is entirely homophonic. The
original scale is changed to:
Example 22
After a simple statement and expansion of the theme, the mood of the
music gradually rises, coming to a climax at 37 bar. It then suddenly
decreases after reaching a high point, then slowly rises again to bars 45-46
bar, reaching a fortissimo. Triplets enliven the music, but then the
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‘Illusion’ is intended to provide a free space for the imagination for the
performer. It was inspired by Debussy’s piano etude ‘Footsteps In The
Snow’. My piece refers to Debussy’s and even appears to quote from it –
but that’s an illusion. In fact only a few particular hints are quoted and most
the material is my own and of Chinese origin.
My piece uses Chinese folk mode number seven as the main scale. The
first section is in A shang yayue mode which changes to A yu yayue mode
in the second section. The music seems to be covered with a layer of
phantasmagoric and unpredictable colour changes. Sometimes frantic,
sometimes calm, the atmosphere is one of mist and hazy illusion.
(1) The first section is 1- 34 bars (bars 16 are the first phrase, bars 17 -34
are the second phrase). There are two bars of bridge material (35 -36).
Example 23: A shang yu mode
The treble part features the interval of the major third and tries to employ
rhythm to produce a characteristic sound effect.
The bass part provides filling and adds melodic echoes to the treble part.
The major second and major third intervals are emphasized above others.
The left-hand scale is:
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Example 24: A yu yayue mode
The second music section is bars 37-72.
The middle section features a development of a yu mode:
The theme of the first section (Example 25) provides three notes as main
musical materials, but the rhythm and duration has been changed
(Example 26).
Example 25 Example 26
The concluding section is bars 73—79 bars.
The original theme is recapitulated, the treble part play the central motif
Example 27
The bass part echo with expand the duration of motive.
Example 28
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1. Love for my hometown
for soprano, flute and piano
This song expresses homesickness and the love of one’s hometown.
The scale used is d yayue yu on D（a Chinese national mode).
Example 29
The flute rhythm is very free, including triplets, quintuplets, sextuplets and
septuplets. The piano part includes some altered passing tones and altered




Missing you during the day,
Dreaming you durning the night.
That piece of the beach,
Ah, that part of the fishing village.
Leave behind childhood footprints.
(Verse Two)
Hold my soul, hook my heart
Newly built seaport,
Ah, newly constructed mansion
Shining through sweat of labour.
(Together)
Ah, hometown, my mother
Ah, hometown, my mother
I travelled to the ends of the earth,
Beyond the reach of you who held me dearest in the world.
The place where I was born,














Love for my hometown 
 (for soprano, flute and piano)
Music by Cao YunQi 
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Missing you durning the day,       dreaming you durning the night.           
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I travelled to the ends of the earth,   
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Beyond the reach of you who held me dearest in the world. 
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You who loved me most.









































































































































































Chancing upon old friends in a village inn
for tenor，xindi and guzheng
This slow song sets a lyric from the Tang Dynasty. The scene is night,
reflecting on a chance meeting with friends in a village pub.
Musically the song uses the twelve-tone technique to convey unease.
Xindi and guzheng present the row in bars 1-3
Example 30
Bars 4-6 introduce the retrograde
Example 31
In this song I have tried to bring out the emotion of the poem. A full
moon hangs over the city in the sky in the autumn night. Despite the
darkness, you may happen to meet friends. Or is it just a dream?
The autumn wind rises and disturbs black magpies in the branches,
crickets cry in the grass wet with dew. Wandering outside, alcohol can be
anesthetic helping to overcome homesickness. The Wanderer is afraid to
hear the bell ringing in the morning, because it warns of
separation from his friends.
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While the autumn moon is pouring full
On a thousand nightscapes among towns and villages.
There meet by chance, south of the river,
Dreaming doubters of a dream....
In the trees a wind has startled the birds,
And insects cower from cold in the grass;
But wayfarers at least have wine






(for tenor, xidi and guzheng)
Music by Cao YunQi
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for soprano, violin and yangqin
The musical introduction depicts a scene of gentle waves on the sea
through a series of rolling sextuplets in the yangqin. The violin presents a
lyrical melody. The song celebrates the both the development and the
beautiful scenery of the coast of China.
Soprano: E qingyue yu mode
Example 32





Waves gently convey a dream,
Wind gently singing a hope,
Like the slowly rising sun,
at the seaside,
quietly rising a sea harbor.
Seaside scenery, polished by sweat,
High crane tower, wings in the blue sky.
The heart is a stage, the ideal is wings.
West Coast catching the world's attention.
(Verse Two)
Spring silently recorded cultivation and industry,
Autumn silently offered a rich and golden yield,
Time hurries,
at the seaside,
Quietly wrote a poem of
Seaside scenery, lit by the hours.
Fully loaded ships, kissing the sea chest.
Passion surging, with a rising ebb tide.


















 (for soprano, violin and yangqin)
Seaside scenery
∑
 Music by Cao YunQi
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Waves gently convey 
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Like the slowly rising sun                                         at the seaside          quietly rising 
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polished by sweat                    High crane tower,                 wings in the blue sky
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The heart is a stage,                                               the ideal is wings
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Back to the motherland
for tenor, cello and yangqin
This song expresses the nostalgia of a Wanderer who tires of drifting and
has deep feelings for the motherland.





I stop wandering when leaves fall,
Spring breezes take me back to the motherland.
Motherland, my dear homeland,
I am obsessed with the ancient Qin brick and Han tile
I cannot forget the legend of quafoo chasing the sun.
I keep looking at the lonely moon.
The longer I am away from home, the more fragile the heart.
(Verse Two)
My feelings are mixed when the peony blooms.
Memory carries me back to youth in the motherland.
Motherland, my harmonious country,
I admire the girl’s olive branch in hand,
I miss the smoke curl upwards villages,
I often looked at the endless blue,
The closer to the sea, the more urgent the heart.
(Together)
Back to the motherland,
with mother’s intimate call and thousands of reminders.
Back to the motherland,






foy tenor, cello and yangqin
Music by Cao YunQi
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Falling Maple Leaves in Autumn
duet for flute and harp
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Falling Maple Leaves in Autumn
duet for flute and harp
Musical image: Autumn rains, maple trees, leaves falling slowly in
the autumn frost and wind.
Structure: ternary - Introduction+ A B A+ Coda
Introduction (bars 1-11)
Flute plays the introduction with great freedom of rhythm, then is
accompanied by harp. From bar 8 the lyrical melody gradually slows down.
Section A（bars 12—29)
Formed by two non-symmetrical phrases.
First phrase（bars 12—15）
Flute repeats the opening theme, harp accompanying with arpeggios.
Second phrase（bars 6—29）
After repeating three bars of the first phrase, the melody is developed. At
bar 25 the two voices engage in repartee, the mood gradually rising, and
slightly accelerating to prepare for the lively mood of section B.
Section B（bars 30—39) Development
The two instruments engage in a dialogue. From bar 36, sextuplet figures
feature in both parts, working slowly towards the climax of the music at bar
38.
Section A’（bars 40—50） Modified recapitulation of section A
172
First phrase（bars 40—43）
The first phrase of section A is repeated with imitations shared between the
instruments.
Second phrase（44—50 bar）
Instead of simply reproducing the second phrase of section A, instead a

























(for flute and harp)
by Cao YunQi
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